I used to keep a spiral notebook in
my range bag so I could keep a log of
my training. I kept seperate recods of rounds
fired and folders on my computer with
pictures of my targets. CCW Guardian puts
all of those features and more in your back
pocket!

Our mission & purpose is to assist
CCW permit carriers to be better
prepared and better protected through
world class training and documentation
applications.”
- David C. Reed
Co-Founder

It’s cool to be able to access pictures or your
gun and targets, serial numbers, rounds fired
and everything else included in the app in
one place.
The data entry is very simple and
straightforward.
Also, if you ever have questions or
suggestions, the app team actually
responds. I’ve personally recommended this
app to every shooter I know.
This is the best app of it’s kind I’ve seen. I
would give it 6 stars if that were possible.
Hoorah for CCW Guardian! I think you have
helped me to become a better prepared and
more responsible gun owner!”
- Scott D.

Premiere App User

“

A must have app for
concealed carry & gun enthusiasts!
I’ve been doing the old paper and pen but
with CCW Guardian I can do so much more
and with greater ease.
The app on my phone allows me to
just go to the range and not have to
back peddle to get my notepad
or struggle to remember the
details hours later!”
- Steve E.
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Premiere App User

If your preparedness is
ever questioned, CCW Guardian
lets you demonstrate a
complete & accurate log.
WATCH THE TOUR:
CCWGUARDIAN.COM

DETAILED + FAST
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Select the gun you trained with
Fill Out Your Log Details
(Ammo, Target, Training Focus,
Rounds Fired, & Your Notes)
CCW Guardian records the
current weather conditions AUTOMATICALLY!
Snap a photo of your target &
record your log

Your Handgun Inventory is
Always in the Palm of Your Hand

Backup & View Your Data
on Your Computer

QUICK + EASY!

ACCESSIBLE ANYWHERE!
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Select your Firearm
Enter the Caliber
Enter your Serial # (optional)
Snap a photo or two of your gun
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View all of your data on your
computer
Print a hard copy of your logs
Access to Training & Resources Videos & Articles!

